Martian subsurface properties and crater formation processes inferred from fresh impact crater geometries
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Abstract—The geometry of simple impact craters reflects the properties of the target materials, and the diverse range of fluidized morphologies observed in Martian ejecta blankets are controlled by the near-surface composition and the climate at the time of impact. Using the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data set, quantitative information about the strength of the upper crust and the dynamics of Martian ejecta blankets may be derived from crater geometry measurements. Here we present the results from geometrical measurements of fresh craters 3–50 km in rim diameter in selected highland (Lunae and Solis planitiae) and lowland (Acidalia, Isidis, and Utopia planitiae) terrains. We find large, resolved differences between the geometrical properties of the freshest highland and lowland craters. Simple lowland craters are 1.5–2.0 times deeper (≥5σo difference) with >50% larger cavities (≥2σo) compared to highland craters of the same diameter. Rim heights and the volume of material above the preimpact surface are slightly greater in the lowlands over most of the size range studied. The different shapes of simple highland and lowland craters indicate that the upper ~6.5 km of the lowland study regions are significantly stronger than the upper crust of the highland plateaus. Lowland craters collapse to final volumes of 45–70% of their transient cavity volumes, while highland craters preserve only 25–50%. The effective yield strength of the upper crust in the lowland regions falls in the range of competent rock, approximately 9–12 MPa, and the highland plateaus may be weaker by a factor of 2 or more, consistent with heavily fractured Noachian layered deposits. The measured volumes of continuous ejecta blankets and uplifted surface materials exceed the predictions from standard crater scaling relationships and Maxwell’s Z model of crater excavation by a factor of 3. The excess volume of fluidized ejecta blankets on Mars cannot be explained by concentration of ejecta through nonballistic emplacement processes and/or bulking. The observations require a modification of the scaling laws and are well fit using a scaling factor of ~1.4 between the transient crater surface diameter to the final crater rim diameter and excavation flow originating from one projectile diameter depth with Z = 2.7. The refined excavation model provides the first observationally constrained set of initial parameters for study of the formation of fluidized ejecta blankets on Mars.

INTRODUCTION

Impact craters are a natural probe below planetary surfaces. The final shape and size of small, simple crater cavities are determined by the strength and physical properties (e.g., composition, layering, and porosity) of the subsurface materials. The final forms of larger craters are controlled by the gravitational collapse of the shock-weakened rock (Melosh and Ivanov 1999); the transition between the strength regime and gravity regime is proportional to the effective strength of the surface (O’Keefe and Ahrens 1993). Photogrammetry studies of Martian craters determined that the transition between crater formation regimes occurs at smaller crater diameters than expected based on comparisons to Earth, Mercury, and the Moon (Pike 1980, 1988). The smaller transition diameter and shallower crater depths have been interpreted as evidence for the presence of weak, layered, or volatile-rich materials on Mars (Cintala and Mouginis-Mark 1980; Pike 1980). Observed regional variations in a wide range of crater morphologies suggest that Martian crater forms reflect subsurface heterogeneities (Barlow and Bradley 1990).

Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of Martian craters is the range of morphologies observed in their ejecta blankets.
All fresh and many older Martian craters larger than a few kilometers (Garvin et al. 2002) are surrounded by ejecta blankets that appear to have been fluidized and that then formed a ground-hugging flow. The observed continuous ejecta blankets have a layered appearance with a distal scarp, or rampart, and flow to a radial distance about twice as far as observed on Mercury and the Moon (Mouginis-Mark 1978). While certain rampart-type ejecta have been observed on icy satellites (Horner and Greeley 1982), the diversity of fluidized ejecta morphologies is unique to Mars. The ejecta features are thought to form by entrainment of liquid water (Barlow and Bradley 1990; Carr et al. 1977; Gault and Greeley 1978; Kuz’mín et al. 1988; Mouginis-Mark 1981; Stewart et al. 2001, 2004) and/or interactions between the ejecta and the atmosphere (Barnouin-Jha and Schultz 1998; Schultz 1992; Schultz and Gault 1979). Therefore, excavated materials may also provide insight into the composition of the upper crust and perhaps the history of the Martian climate. However, the physical processes that control the formation of fluidized ejecta morphologies are still poorly understood (Barlow et al. 2005).

Recent crater studies have used the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) global topography data to deduce more accurate size and shape scaling relationships (Garvin and Frawley 1998; Garvin et al. 2003), to study gradational forms (Garvin et al. 2000), to investigate the sedimentary history of the northern plains (Black and Stewart 2005; Boyce et al. 2005a, 2005b; Forsberg-Taylor et al. 2004; Meresse et al. 2005), and to infer the age of buried surfaces (Frey et al. 2002b). The topography data also allow for quantitative comparisons between final ejecta geometries and ejecta flow processes (Barnouin-Jha et al. 2005).

Geometrical measurements of Martian craters may also be used to study the final stages of crater collapse. Crater scaling laws relate the impact conditions to the transient crater cavity and have been validated by impact and explosion experiments and numerical simulations (Holsapple 1993; O’Keefe and Ahrens 1993; Schmidt and Housen 1987). The observed crater cavities, however, are a result of the collapse of the transient cavity, which is still an area of intense study in impact-cratering mechanics. The collapse of simple craters is dominated by crater-wall slumping (Grieve and Garvin 1984), but the collapse of complex craters is much more complicated (Melosh and Ivanov 1999). The observed differences between Mars and other rocky bodies may be illuminated by close examination of Martian crater geometries and comparison to crater scaling laws.

The MOLA topography data allow, for the first time, accurate measurement of the volume of ejecta around Martian craters. Initial studies discovered that the ejecta volume around some Martian craters is larger than can be explained by the size of the excavated cavity (Garvin and Frawley 1998). Excess ejecta volume could be explained by concentration of excavated materials into the continuous ejecta blanket, bulking, and/or incorporation of surface materials into the ejecta flow. The processes controlling the formation of fluidized ejecta depend critically on the total mass and source materials for the flow. Detailed comparisons between predicted excavation volumes and observed ejecta volumes will constrain the initial conditions for Martian ejecta flow dynamics.

This study focuses on deriving quantitative information about the strength of the Martian crust, including regional variability and the formation of fluidized ejecta morphologies through analyses of fresh impact crater geometries. We measure several geometrical properties of impact craters using the MOLA data set and a new crater measurement interactive toolkit (Valiant and Stewart 2004). In the “Crater Measurement Methods” section, measurement methods are described and the accuracy and precision of the toolkit are determined from measurements of simulated craters on a range of Martian background terrains and at different MOLA track resolutions. In this work, we focus on fresh craters in highland and lowland plains, where crater geometry measurements are most accurate. In the “Crater Measurements Results” section, we describe large, resolved differences in fresh crater geometries between lowland plains regions (Utopia and Isidis basins and Acidalia Planitia) and highland plateau regions (Lunae and Solis Planitiae). In the “Implications for Martian Subsurface Properties” section, we infer the differences in material strength in the studied highland and lowland terrains using crater size scaling relationships and discuss the origin of near-surface layers of differing strength. In the “Ejecta Volumes and the Z-EDOZ Model” section, the volumes of ejected and uplifted materials are compared to crater excavation models and we discuss the implications for the formation of fluidized ejecta blankets. The major conclusions from this work are summarized in the “Conclusions” section, and a description of variables is included in Appendix A.

CRATER MEASUREMENT METHODS

Measurement Toolkit

Crater measurements are executed using the HMars interactive toolkit, a graphical, cross-platform program written in the Interactive Data Language (IDL), shown in Fig. 1. The data used for crater measurements are the Precision Experiment Data Records (PEDR) altimetry profiles (version L in IAU2000 coordinates) from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) experiment on the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft (Smith et al. 2001). Digital elevation maps (DEMs) are derived from the altimetry profiles using the Delaunay triangulation function as implemented in IDL (Lee and Schachter 1980). DEMs are generated on the fly at the user-specified spatial resolution for the region of interest. Individual outlier altimetry tracks may
be removed interactively, with recalculation of the DEM. To speed the generation of DEMs, the time sequence of altimetry profiles was reorganized into regional data sets on a 25 × 25 global grid with no change to the original PEDR data. Each MOLA altimetry point covers a spot on the surface ~168 m in diameter with a vertical accuracy of ~1 m (Smith et al. 2001). Measurements on individual craters are conducted at a minimum resolution of 40 pixels per crater rim diameter and usually at a resolution at the limit of the 300 m along-track spacing of the MOLA altimetry profiles.

The crater features measured by HMars are illustrated in Fig. 2. Measurements of the crater rim diameter, \( D_R \), and rim height, \( H_R \), are derived from altimetry tracks. Measurements relative to the preimpact surface, i.e., the surface depth, \( d_S \), and the surface diameter, \( D_S \), are based on the DEMs. All volume measurements are calculated from the gridded data set. The crater depth from the rim, \( d_R \), is the sum of the surface depth and rim height.

For each crater, the user interactively estimates the location of the crater center and rim diameter. The user-identified crater center is refined by convolving a ring with the topography gradient rather than fitting irregular rims with an ellipsoid. The crater radius, rim uplift height, and their variances are calculated by interpolating the rim location and maximum rim height along each altimetry track that passes within a specified fraction (e.g., 0.8) of the estimated crater radius to the estimated center. The highest track point near the rim, three points downrange, and three points uprange are fit with two quadratic functions to determine the intersection between the crater wall and the outer rim wall. The highest track point, which usually underestimates the true rim height, and the number of rim points used to calculate the rim diameter and rim height are also recorded in the crater data record.

The background preimpact surface is derived from user-specified tie points beyond the edge of the ejecta blanket, shown as “+” in the example in Fig. 1. The tie points are interpolated by Delaunay triangulation across the crater cavity and ejecta blanket. We investigated different fitting procedures to define the preimpact surface (e.g., polynomial surfaces), but found that the Delaunay triangulation performed well on the simulated crater data sets (discussed below). In uneven terrain, particular care is required by the user to select background surface tie points that best represent the overall slope and roughness of the region. In addition, users may limit the area of integration surrounding the crater by tracing an outer edge to the region defined by the background tie points (outer solid white line in Fig. 1). When a background feature, e.g., a preexisting crater, lies just beyond the edge of the ejecta blanket, the best tie points for the preimpact surface may surround both craters. The edge of region definition then excludes the preexisting crater from the measurements. An example of a crater DEM with the background subtracted and edge of region definition is shown in Fig. 3a.

The cavity volume from the preimpact surface, \( V_{\text{Cavity}} \), the crater volume from the rim, \( V_{\text{Rim}} \), and the volume of ejecta and uplifted material, \( V_{\text{Above}} \), are derived by integrating the DEM over the areas interior and exterior to the crater rim, respectively. Preimpact features or sparse data coverage may interfere with an accurate measurement of the volume of ejecta and uplifted material surrounding the crater. In these cases, one or more user-defined pie-shaped wedges may be used to exclude an area from integration (Figs. 1 and 3). The volume in the excluded region is set to zero, and the total volume measurements are adjusted to compensate for the missing area assuming axisymmetry.

Measurement of the continuous ejecta blanket volume, \( V_{\text{Ejecta}} \), requires knowledge of the profile of the deformed preimpact surface surrounding the crater. For simple bowl-shaped craters, the surrounding topography is uplifted and forms a portion of the crater rim. In this case, the preimpact surface can be estimated by connecting a fraction of the rim height with the surface beyond the ejecta blanket. For larger complex craters, however, the process of crater collapse may result in little or no deflection of the preimpact surface outside the final crater rim (Melosh and Ivanov 1999). In this study focusing primarily on fresh, simple, and transition-sized craters with well-preserved rims, we estimate the maximum possible uplifted surface by a power law that lies just beneath the ejecta profile, as shown in Fig. 2. Hence, \( V_{\text{Ejecta}} \) provides a lower limit to the ejecta volume, and \( V_{\text{Above}} \) is the upper limit. If regions of the ejecta blanket are excluded with pie-shaped wedges, the value of \( V_{\text{Ejecta}} \) is also increased accordingly. Figure 3b displays the volume of ejecta after subtraction of the model uplifted surface. The uplifted surface height, \( h_u \), is defined by \( h_u = 0.5H_R(r/R_R)^{−5.5} \) based on Martian cratering simulations (Stewart et al. 2004), where \( r \) is the radial distance from the crater center and \( R_R \) is the crater rim radius. The uplift profile is discussed in more detail in the “Comparison to Observations and Improving the Scaling Relationships” section. In the example in Fig. 3b, a portion of the eastern rim has been oversubtracted, producing negative thickness in the ejecta blanket. The irregularities in the rim and gaps in the altimetry data result in volume errors near the crater rim, which are small compared to the overall uncertainty in the uplifted surface.

As part of the data entry for each crater, the user traces the distal edge of the ejecta and, if a double or multiple layer rampart crater, the inner rampart (inner solid white line in Fig. 1). The user consults the Viking Mosaicked Digital Image Model (MDIM) and Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) imagery to aid the identification of features in the ejecta blanket. The HMars toolkit also includes several visualization aids such as generation of 2-D and 3-D shaded relief views of the DEM, viewing of track coverage, and viewing of along-track altimetry profiles and arbitrary profiles across the DEM. Following the guidelines of Barlow et al. (2000), the user classifies each crater ejecta type as either i) no rampart, ii) single rampart, iii) double rampart or
multiple ramparts, iv) radial ejecta, or v) severely eroded ejecta. The gradation state of each crater is described qualitatively by the user as i) fresh, ii) moderately degraded (partial infill/partial ejecta erosion), iii) heavily degraded (significant infill and/or ejecta erosion), or iv) severely degraded (complete infill and rim erosion).

The approximately 30 crater measurements and observations are stored in a data structure with a keyword and value format. The final crater database is a list of data structures in ASCII format. The user-defined traces of ejecta ramparts are stored in a binary IDL save file. Each crater measurement also generates a log file, which records all the user inputs and interactive selections. Each crater measurement may be recreated using the log file, e.g., to test different fitting algorithms for the same user inputs or to investigate an anomalous measurement.
Resolution and Measurement Tests

The HMars toolkit was tested for systematic errors, resolution limits, and reproducibility. We conducted measurements of simulated craters on different background terrains and verified that no systematic offsets were present in the crater measurements. The resolution limits and standard deviation for each measurement were derived by varying the altimetry track density on simulated craters on different terrains. The reproducibility was tested by comparison to published crater geometry measurements and comparing measurements by different users.

DEM of simulated fresh craters were generated on a flat background surface at spatial resolutions comparable to the MOLA track density at high latitudes. The simulated crater sets are composed of 15 craters each in 8 size bins between 2 and 50 km rim diameter. The model craters were created using analytic functions for the height of the uplifted preimpact surface, described by \((r/R_0)^{-5.5}\), and crater cavity depth, modeled with \((r/R_0)^4\). The rim uplift model was derived from impact cratering calculations (Stewart et al. 2004). The rim uplift is sensitive to the target material properties, and the uncertainties in applying a rim uplift model to the Mars data are discussed in the “Comparison to Observations and Improving the Scaling Relationships” section. The simulated rim height was typically several percent of the rim diameter for small craters, dropping to about a percent for the largest craters. The simulated crater depth was a third of the crater rim diameter for the smallest craters, and decreased to several percent for the largest craters. The simulated crater set contains both single- and double-layer rampart ejecta. The exact ejecta thickness and range were randomly generated over a realistic range of parameters. The single-layer ejecta thickness was given by \(\sin^2(r^2)\) for \(r = 0\) to \(\pi^{0.5}\). Double-layer ejecta are described by a piecewise function with an exponential section and ending with a \(r^{0.2}\) profile. Examples of the simulated craters are shown in Fig. 4.

The simulated craters’ DEMs were sampled to create synthetic altimetry track profiles. Three track densities were simulated: the low track density used actual altimetry tracks from the equatorial region on Mars, the medium track density had double the number of tracks, and high track density had four times the number of tracks. The three synthetic altimetry track densities are representative of the MOLA data coverage at the equator, mid-, and high latitudes. Four background surfaces were created to test the HMars toolkit. We considered an ideal flat background and three backgrounds generated by tiling patches from regions on Mars with few large craters that are representative of the study regions in this work. The backgrounds are centered at i) 33°N, 200°E (Arcadia Planitia); ii) 7°N, 290°E (Lunae Planum); and iii) 32°N, 98°E (Utopia Planitia). Each background surface was also sampled to create altimetry profiles at each track density. For each crater size and at each track density, the altimetry profiles of the craters were added to the altimetry profile of each background. The resulting synthetic altimetry tracks were used to generate synthetic DEMs using the same interpolation scheme as used on the real MOLA data. Example simulated crater fields 10 km in rim diameter are shown in Fig. 4, where the right half of each region also displays the track density.
Identical measurements were performed on each background and at each track density at a DEM resolution of 0.3 km/pixel for $D_R \geq 6$ km and 0.15 km/pixel for $D_R \leq 4$ km. When there were overlapping ejecta blankets, the pie-wedge tool was used to exclude these areas from the crater measurements. The results from error analyses of the simulated crater measurements are shown in Fig. 5.

The statistics presented in Fig. 5 demonstrate that the MOLA data resolves populations of craters with $D_R \geq 6$ km at all latitudes and at all track densities. Measurement accuracy begins to degrade when the number of points around the rim falls below about ten, although reasonable measurements are possible with as few as four rim points on $D_R = 4$ km craters. Large-scale topographic features in the background surface that cannot be interpolated accurately provide the greatest source of error on volume measurements of craters with $D_R > 20$ km. At all sizes, the definition of the preimpact surface is the largest source of error in volume measurements.

For craters with $D_R \geq 6$ km, the errors in measurement of the rim radius drop from 5% to less than 1% (Fig. 5b). For this measurement, the largest contribution to the rim radius error is the natural variability in the crater radius. On very smooth terrains, the error in the rim height is only a few percent (Figs. 5c and 5d), but on rough terrains, the error can be as large as 10–20%. The rim depth of the crater has an error of only a few percent, except for large craters on rough terrains, where the error rises to ~10% (Fig. 5e). The systematic errors in measurements of crater depth and rim height are dominated...
by the track coverage and the interpolation scheme to fit the rim crest along altimetry tracks. Because the systematic errors are relatively small, errors in real crater measurements are usually dominated by natural variability along the rim crest.

Crater cavity measurements are also very robust, with ~10% error for $D_R \geq 6$ km across all terrains (Fig. 5f). If crater infill is less than or comparable to 10%, then cavity volume measurement errors are dominated by the interpolated DEM, and the effect of infill results in a negligible bias to the measurements. If crater infill is >10%, then the original cavity volume should be estimated by a model of the cavity profile immediately after the impact event.

The errors in the volume of ejecta plus uplifted surface, $V_{\text{above}}$, are larger than $V_{\text{cavity}}$ because of the larger area of interpolation for the preimpact surface (Fig. 5g). Nevertheless, on smooth surfaces, the systematic errors are only ~20%, rising to ~60% on rougher surfaces. For simulated craters with known uplifted surface profiles, measurements of $V_{\text{ejecta}}$ are only slightly worse than for $V_{\text{above}}$ (Fig. 5h). Since the profile of the uplifted surface is not known for real craters, the uplifted surface subtraction remains the largest source of error for ejecta volume measurements.

We emphasize that the simulated crater analysis demonstrates that at all latitudes, populations of craters as small as $D_R = 2$ km that are fresh and axisymmetric may be measured with typical errors <30%. There is almost no latitude dependence in the accuracy of crater population measurements using the MOLA data set for fresh craters with $D_R \geq 2$ km. Hence, even though MOLA tracks rarely cross through the center of small craters, the general properties of a group of small craters can be measured coarsely. Errors in individual crater measurements are larger and harder to quantify. Confidence in individual crater measurements can be gauged by comparing measurements between different research groups who have developed their own measurement toolkits and strategies.

Hence, to further validate the HMars toolkit, we examined craters with published geometric measurements by Garvin et al. (2000) and Barnouin-Jha et al. (2005). Our measurements are in very good agreement with the published values, within the expected errors (Fig. 6). Note that rim-diameter measurements by Barnouin-Jha et al. (2005) are systematically larger than those of HMars, which has been confirmed by the authors (Barnouin-Jha, personal communication). The good agreement between individual crater geometry measurements by researchers using independent analytical tools suggests that high confidence may be placed in MOLA-based measurements of single fresh craters in the size range validated here (~5–12 km rim diameter).

Finally, we investigated the reproducibility of measurements of fresh craters by different users. Comparisons between three different users yielded results within the expected errors. While individual crater measurements may vary by up to ~2 times the systematic 1σ errors presented in Fig. 5, all data trends presented in this work are reproducible.

Therefore, we conclude that measurements of fresh impact craters using the HMars toolkit and the MOLA data set yields robust results. Furthermore, the systematic errors derived from analysis of simulated craters provide a means to discern the significance of observed differences in crater geometries between different terrains.

We propose that impact crater measurement techniques be validated using sets of simulated craters. The simulated craters used in this study are available from the authors. The crater sets are distributed as IDL “save” files, composed of simulated tracks (latitude, longitude) at three different track densities; simulated altitudes (for each crater size, track density, and background); and simulated crater DEMs on a flat background. The geometric parameters for each simulated crater are tabulated for comparison to measurements. The set of simulated fresh craters used in this study does not encompass all of the challenges encountered in crater measurements, e.g., degraded and severely non-axisymmetric craters. We find that tailored simulated crater sets should be generated to gauge the accuracy of measurements of specific types of craters on representative background terrains for the goals of a particular investigation.

**CRATER MEASUREMENTS RESULTS**

**Study Regions and Definition of Fresh Craters**

We present the results from a survey of the freshest craters in Utopia Planitia-Elysium Mons region (U.P.), Isidis Planitia (I.P.), Acidalia Planitia (A.P.), Lunae Planum (L.P.), and Solis Planum (S.P.) (Fig. 7). The lowland surfaces and highland plateaus are relatively flat, so highly accurate geometrical measurements comparing highland and lowland surfaces are possible. A total of 501 potentially fresh craters were measured in these regions; heavily degraded craters were not measured. Craters at latitudes above 55°N were not considered because we observed significantly shallower crater depths in this population of craters. Craters were grouped by regions restricted to 86–150°E, 18–55°N for U.P., 81–100°E, 5–25°N for I.P., 308–355°E, 27–54°N for A.P., 286–300°E, 6–20°N for L.P., and 261–284°E, 15–30°S for S.P. In order to make more robust regional comparisons, craters in Isidis and Utopia were further restricted by the boundaries of the impact basins, shown in Fig. 7, centered at 87.4°E, 12.7°N and 112°E, 45°N with 1090 and 2100 km diameters, respectively (Frey et al. 1998; Thomson and Head 1999).

Fresh craters were identified quantitatively by deep crater cavities and high rims, and qualitatively by imagery of the crater and ejecta blanket. We focused on craters with $4 < D_R <
Fig. 5. Error analyses for HMars measurements of simulated crater data sets. a) Mean number of crater rim points. b) Normalized standard deviation (1σ/actual value) in interpolated rim radius. c) Normalized standard deviation in mean interpolated rim height. d) Normalized standard deviation in maximum rim height.
Fig. 5. Continued. Error analyses for HMars measurements of simulated crater data sets. e) Normalized standard deviation in maximum crater depth from rim. f) Normalized standard deviation in crater cavity volume. g) Normalized standard deviation in volume above background surface ($V_{Uplift} + V_{Ejecta}$). h) Normalized standard deviation in volume of ejecta.
Table 1. Power law fits to deepest crater depths, $d_s$, and tallest crater rims, $H_R$, in each region, with all variables in kilometers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Strength regime ($D_S &lt; 10$ km)</th>
<th>Gravity regime ($D_S &gt; 7$ km)</th>
<th>Number of craters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acidalia Planitia</td>
<td>$F_{d_s} = 0.276D_S^{0.782}$</td>
<td>$F_{d_s} = 0.579D_S^{0.276}$</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F_{H_k} = 0.070D_S^{0.849}$</td>
<td>$F_{H_k} = 0.120D_S^{0.560}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utopia Planitia</td>
<td>$F_{d_s} = 0.333D_S^{0.714}$</td>
<td>$F_{d_s} = 0.423D_S^{0.386}$</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F_{H_k} = 0.115D_S^{0.569}$</td>
<td>$F_{H_k} = 0.165D_S^{0.483}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isidis Planitia</td>
<td>$F_{d_s} = 0.342D_S^{0.744}$</td>
<td>$F_{d_s} = 0.503D_S^{0.305}$</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F_{H_k} = 0.063D_S^{0.874}$</td>
<td>$F_{H_k} = 0.234D_S^{0.409}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunae Planum</td>
<td>$F_{d_s} = 0.197D_S^{0.667}$</td>
<td>$F_{d_s} = 0.395D_S^{0.347}$</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F_{H_k} = 0.058D_S^{0.915}$</td>
<td>$F_{H_k} = 0.082D_S^{0.674}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solis Planum</td>
<td>$F_{d_s} = 0.404D_S^{0.375}$</td>
<td>$F_{d_s} = 0.304D_S^{0.417}$</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F_{H_k} = 0.046D_S^{0.045}$</td>
<td>$F_{H_k} = 0.153D_S^{0.337}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

50 km; however, in a few cases, smaller craters were well resolved and those were included in our analyses. We did not include larger craters ($D_S > 50$ km) because these craters are systematically older, and thus more degraded, than the fresher, smaller craters.

Because all craters have experienced some level of degradation, we formulate criteria to identify the least degraded craters in each region. Since erosion softens the topography of impact craters, rim height and crater depth are strong indicators of preservation. To identify the least degraded craters in each region, we fit the maximum crater depth, $F_{d_s}$, and maximum rim height, $F_{H_k}$, as a function of diameter with two power laws, one for the strength regime and one for the gravity regime. The maximum value functions, which define the peak values for crater depth and rim height in each region, are given in Table 1. At each crater diameter, the best-preserved craters are defined by the following criteria:

$$d_s > cF_{d_s} [D_S, \text{region}], \text{ and}$$
$$H_R > cF_{H_k} [D_S, \text{region}], \text{ and}$$
$$N_R \geq 4. \quad (1)$$

$N_R$ is the number of rim points. The number of rim points criterion, based on the results from the simulated crater analysis, establishes a minimum confidence level in the crater measurements. Since degradation and natural variability result in a continuum of values for rim height and crater depth, a cutoff point must be chosen to identify the freshest craters. Moderately fresh craters are defined by a cutoff value, $c$, of 0.4 and the freshest craters by a cutoff value of 0.65. The cutoff values were chosen to identify a sufficient number of the least-degraded craters in each region for statistical analyses. The power law fits to the strength and gravity regimes overlap between $D_S = 7$ and 10 km. In this transition region, a particular crater is included in a set with value $c$ when it satisfies the cutoff criteria in either regime. In Fig. 8, moderately fresh craters are plotted in black symbols and the 188 freshest craters are shown in colored symbols. Note that some moderately degraded craters with deep cavities do not have tall rims and vice-versa. The number of craters in each region identified by $c = 0.65$ is given in Table 1. The paraboloid crater shapes and comparisons to previously identified fresh crater populations on Earth, Mars, and the Moon (presented below) validate the approach taken here to identify fresh crater populations using the MOLA data.

Results: Resolved Differences between Fresh Highland and Lowland Craters

We find large, resolved differences between the freshest craters in the lowlands and highlands in their depth, rim height, cavity volumes, and volume above the preimpact surface. In Fig. 9a, the crater depth from the maximum rim point follows a continuous trend for the highland regions (triangle, diamond), but the lowland regions circle, square, cross) have a break in the trend around the transition crater diameter, 7–10 km. In this and all subsequent plots, the fit line color corresponds to the symbol color for each region and the power law fits are given in Table 2. The maximum $d_R$ is significantly larger for strength-dominated craters in the lowlands compared to the highlands. A similar trend is observed for the average value of $d_R$. The trends for crater rim depths reported by Garvin et al. (2003) and Pike (1980) are in...
good agreement with the highland craters (Fig. 9b). The power law fits in all regions converge as crater diameter increases. For \( D_R \approx 8 \) km, the lowland crater depths are factors of 1.5 to 2.0 times greater than crater depths in Lunae Planum and Solis Planum (Fig. 9c). Lunae Planum is used as a reference in Fig. 9 and subsequent figures to illustrate the differences between fits to the data, because the population of craters in this region exhibits the least scatter of the regions studied here.

In all figures of crater measurements versus diameter, the reader should refer to the simulated crater analyses presented in Fig. 5 to estimate the magnitude of the measurement error, which varies as a function of crater diameter and terrain. The systematic measurement error, \( \sigma_m \), for crater depth has a normalized standard deviation of <5% in this size range (Fig. 5e), so the observations are \( \geq 10\sigma_m \) above the measurement error. However, the dominant error is the observed natural variability in each crater population. The standard deviation in the rim height measurement around a single crater is on average about 15%, which contributes to about a 4% error on the rim depth (which corresponds to about 1–2 symbol radii in Fig. 9). The observed measurement scatter of rim depth around the fit in each region, \( \sigma_o \), varies from 4.5% in Isidis to 10% in Solis Planum, so the observed regional differences are \( \geq 5\sigma_o \) detections.

Most of the difference in crater rim depths, \( d_H = d_S + H_R \), is found in the depth from the preimpact surface level, \( d_S \) (refer to Fig. 2). In Fig. 10, the surface depths follow the same
general trend as the rim depths, but in this case, the difference between highlands and lowlands become more pronounced as the crater diameter decreases. As shown in Fig. 8, the maximum rim uplift heights are more tightly clustered than the surface depths for fresh craters. The difference in crater shape is apparent in typical MOLA track profiles for fresh craters ~9 km in rim diameter in each region (Fig. 11). The natural variation in the background surface elevation around the crater contributes 2% to the error in the surface depth, or about 1 symbol radius in Fig. 10.

Although the rim height variations are smaller than crater depth variations, there are a couple of general trends. In the strength regime, the rim heights are similar in each region (Fig. 12a). For all crater sizes, the rim heights for the freshest craters in this study are similar to measurements of fresh lunar craters (Pike 1977) but systematically taller than globally averaged values for fresh Martian craters from Garvin et al. (2003) (Fig. 12b). Simple lunar craters display a nearly constant rim height to diameter ratio, \( H_R/D_R \), of 0.036. The lunar complex crater \( H_R/D_R \) power law is corrected for the
Fig. 8. The freshest craters (colored symbols) are defined by having both (a) deep crater cavities and (b) tall rim heights (Equation 1 with $c = 0.65$. Utopia Basin = circles; Isidis Basin = squares; Acidalia Planitia = crosses; Lunae Planitia = triangles; Solis Planitia = diamonds. Smaller black symbols denote moderately fresh craters in each region ($c = 0.4$).

Fig. 9. The depth of the crater from maximum rim point. a) Power law fits to freshest craters in each region. Fit-line colors correspond to the color of symbols in each region. b) A comparison of rim depth-to-rim diameter ratio to previously published crater depth functions. c) The ratio of power law fits in (a) to Lunae Planum fit. Utopia Basin = circles; Isidis Basin = squares; Acidalia Planitia = crosses; Lunae Planitia = triangles; Solis Planitia = diamonds.

Fig. 10. The depth of the crater from average preimpact surface elevation. a) Power law fits to freshest craters in each region. b) Power law fits to ratio of surface depth to surface diameter. c) Ratio of power law fits in (a) to Lunae Planum fit. Utopia Basin = circles; Isidis Basin = squares; Acidalia Planitia = crosses; Lunae Planitia = triangles; Solis Planitia = diamonds.

Fig. 11. Typical MOLA altimetry profiles passing near the center of fresh craters ~9 km in rim diameter. Each dot represents an individual MOLA measurement. Crater locations: L.P. (293.0°E, 18.6°N); S.P. (277.0°E, 19.5°S); A.P. (325.8°E, 39.1°N); I.P. (88.0°E, 12.8°N); U.P. (109.6°E, 34.2°N). The vertical exaggeration is 10:1. The sharp dip in the profile near the Lunae Planum crater rim is a small crater which formed on the ejecta blanket.
difference in gravity between the two bodies by a factor of $\delta_{\text{Moor}}/\delta_{\text{Mars}}$. Our measurement of rim heights interpolates the altimetry profiles to fit for the rim crest, and the excellent correlation to lunar crater profiles lends support to this approach. The rim height measurements by Garvin et al. (2003) may be biased by regions with shallower rim heights in the global average and/or a different approach to measurement of the rim crest. In the gravity regime, the mean interpolated rim heights of lowland craters are slightly larger than highland craters, where the power law fits differ by factors of 0.25 to 0.75 (Fig. 12c). The toolkit measurement errors of rim height are typically 10% or less (Fig. 5c). The observed mean normalized standard deviation of crater rim heights is 17%, averaging over all regions, so the measurement errors are dominated by the natural variability around the crater rim (Fig. 12d). While the differences are not dramatic, there is a robust trend for taller rim heights in the lowland, gravity-dominated, freshest craters.

Significant differences are observed in crater cavity volume, as expected from the variations in crater depth. Gravity-dominated craters in each region have similar cavity volumes, but lowland strength-dominated craters have significantly larger cavity volumes compared to highland craters of the same crater diameter (Fig. 13). Lowland craters with $D_S \leq 10$ km have volumes $\geq 50\%$ larger than highland craters. Typical measurement errors of $V_{\text{Cavity}}$ are $\sim 10\%$ (Fig. 5f); hence, the volume measurements are well resolved ($\geq 5\sigma_{\text{rms}}$). The observed scatter around the power law fits vary from 20 to 30%, so the volume differences are resolved by $\geq 2\sigma_v$. The volume of the crater cavity measured from the peak rim height, $V_{\text{rim}}$, shows the same trend as $V_{\text{Cavity}}$.

The combined volume of ejecta and uplifted preimpact surface, $V_{\text{Above}}$, is systematically larger in the lowlands for all crater sizes, with the exception of small craters in Isidis. $V_{\text{Above}}$ is $50\%$–100% larger for lowland craters (Fig. 14). The measurement error for $V_{\text{Above}}$ ranges between 20 and 60% (Fig. 5g). The volume difference is best resolved for crater diameters between 6 and 20 km. By mass conservation and neglecting the effects of bulking, the volume of the crater cavity below the preimpact surface is approximately equal to the combined volume of uplifted and ejected material (Fig. 15). As expected, the average values for the ratio, $V_{\text{Above}}/V_{\text{Cavity}}$, are nearly 1. Notably, there is a population of craters with an excess of material above the preimpact surface. Ratios greater than 2 are more than $2\sigma$ away from the average for all craters excluding Utopia. There is a slight size dependence in the $V_{\text{Above}}/V_{\text{Cavity}}$ ratio for craters in S.P. and I.P., but the other regions have a nearly constant average value for all crater sizes. The relative contributions to $V_{\text{Above}}$ from $V_{\text{Uplift}}$ and $V_{\text{Ejecta}}$ are discussed in the “Ejecta Volumes and the Z-EDOZ Model” section.

To verify that the data set of freshest craters does not have anomalously shaped craters, the depth from the surface is compared to ideal values for a paraboloid with the measured surface diameter and cavity volume (Fig. 16). All of the freshest craters have nearly paraboloid cavity shapes. Note that the highland craters are systematically slightly shallower than the lowland craters. Another useful shape parameter is the ratio of the rim diameter to the surface diameter, $D_R/D_S$, shown in Fig. 17, which will be used in the “Comparison to Observations and Improving the Scaling Relationships” section. Gravity regime craters all display similar values of $D_R/D_S \sim 1.12$. Strength-dominated craters in the Isidis and Utopia basins have slightly larger values of $D_R/D_S$, indicating that the upper crater walls are less steep compared to the other regions.

In summary, we find large, resolved differences between the freshest highland and lowland craters. The observed differences are larger than the natural variability in crater shapes and larger than measurement error limits using the MOLA data. There are significant differences in the crater depth ($\geq 5\sigma_\text{rms}$) and cavity volumes ($\geq 2\sigma_v$) for strength-dominated craters. Rim heights and $V_{\text{Above}}$ are slightly larger in the lowlands for all crater sizes. There is a population of craters in Utopia with excess $V_{\text{Above}}$ compared to $V_{\text{Cavity}}$, which is discussed in more detail by Black and Stewart (2005). All fresh crater cavities have paraboloid shapes. The observed values for $D_R/D_S$ are slightly lower than the typical value of 1.3 used in crater scaling (Melosh 1989, 1998). The larger $d_R/D_R$ values for simple lowland craters compared to simple highland craters suggest that the surface materials have different effective strengths, which is discussed in the next section.

### IMPLICATIONS FOR MARTIAN SUBSURFACE PROPERTIES

The definition of the freshest craters in this study identifies the least degraded and preferentially youngest craters in each region. Here we make the reasonable assumption that the freshest craters in each region were formed by the same impactor population. The freshest lowland craters are Amazonian and the freshest highland craters likely formed in the same epoch. Therefore, systematic differences in the observed crater population should reflect differences in the properties of the target surfaces.

### Crater Scaling Relationships

The difference in surface properties may be quantified through the use of cratering scaling relationships, such as the commonly used $\pi$-group scaling laws (Melosh 1989). In this section, we derive the crater diameter and volume as a function of the impact parameters and the effective surface strength. These relationships are used in the next section to investigate the difference in surface strength between regions on Mars.
Ejecta and subsurface properties from crater geometries

Nondimensional scaling parameters, crater diameters, and volumes are defined by:

\[ \pi_2 = \frac{1.61gD_p}{v_i^2} \]
\[ \pi_3 = \frac{Y}{\rho v_i^2} \]
\[ \pi_D = D_{ST} \left( \frac{\rho}{m_p} \right)^{1/3} \]
\[ \pi_V = V_T \frac{\rho}{m_p} \]

where \( \pi_2 \) is the inverse Froude number, \( \pi_3 \) is the inverse Cauchy number, \( D_p \) is the projectile diameter, \( g = 3.72 \text{ m s}^{-2} \) is the gravitational acceleration on Mars, and \( v_i = 10 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) is the average asteroid impact velocity on Mars (Bottke et al. 1994). The density of the projectile and surface are assumed to be equal with \( \rho = 2800 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \), and \( m_p \) is the mass of the projectile. \( V_T \) is the volume of the transient cavity below the preimpact surface, \( D_{ST} \) is the diameter of the transient cavity at the preimpact surface, and \( Y \) is the effective strength of the surface.

Fig. 12. Mean interpolated rim heights. a) Power law fits to freshest craters in each region. b) Comparison to published Martian global rim height functions and lunar craters (Pike 1977). c) Ratio of power law fits in (a) to Lunae Planum fit. d) Normalized standard deviation of rim point measurements. Utopia Basin = circles; Isidis Basin = squares; Acidalia Planitia = crosses; Lunae Planitia = triangles; Solis Planitia = diamonds.

Fig. 13. Cavity volume below preimpact surface. a) Power law fits to freshest craters in each region. b) Ratio of power law fits in (a) to Lunae Planum fit. Utopia Basin = circles; Isidis Basin = squares; Acidalia Planitia = crosses; Lunae Planitia = triangles; Solis Planitia = diamonds.

Fig. 14. The volume above the preimpact surface (combined ejecta and uplifted surface volume). a) Power law fits to freshest craters in each region. b) The ratio of power law fits in (a) to Lunae Planum fit. Utopia Basin = circles; Isidis Basin = squares; Acidalia Planitia = crosses; Lunae Planitia = triangles; Solis Planitia = diamonds.
First we present the formulae for the transient and final crater diameter using the gravity scaling parameter $\pi$. In the gravity regime, the surface diameter of the transient cavity scales as:

$$D_{ST} = C_2 \pi_2^{\beta}$$

where $C_2 = 1.6$ and $\beta = 0.22$ for competent rock (Schmidt and Housen 1987). The scaled transient crater surface diameter has an adjustment for the impact angle from the surface, $\phi$, which is 45 degrees on average:

$$D_{ST} = C_2 \pi_2^{\beta} \left( \frac{\rho}{\rho_m} \right)^{-1/3} \left( \sin \phi \right)^{-1/3}$$ (2)

Following the method of Melosh (1998), transient craters in the strength regime may be approximated by the $\pi_2$ gravity scaling law. The final rim diameter separating the strength and gravity regimes may be scaled from the observed lunar transition diameter, $D_{Moon}$, by compensating for the differences in gravity and density of the surface:

$$D_{R,Strength} = C_D C_R D_{ST} = 1.56 D_{ST} \text{ and }$$

$$D_{R,Gravity} = \left( D_{R,Strength} \right)^{1.18} / \left( D^* \right)^{0.18}$$ (3)

where the scaling for the final rim diameter in the gravity regime is derived from the lunar crater population (Melosh 1998). The $\pi_2$ scaling results for the transient and final crater diameters for a fixed impact velocity and variable projectile size are shown as the solid lines in Fig. 18.

Alternatively, in the strength regime, the transient crater may be scaled by $\pi_3$, where:
The scaling exponents are related to the coupling exponent, \( \mu \), of Holsapple and Schmidt (1987) by \( \beta = \mu/(2+\mu) \) and \( \sigma = \mu/2 \). The exponent \( \sigma \) is related to \( \beta \) by \( \sigma = \beta(1-\beta) \), so for competent rock \( \sigma = 0.28 \) for \( \beta = 0.22 \). The effective yield strength of the surface may be estimated using the transition value of typical of Martian impacts (Stewart et al. 2004). Note that the final crater diameter intersects the gravity scaling curve at \( \sigma \approx 1/3 \). The diameter of the transient cavity decrease at a similar rate, and the overall cavity volume decreases by approximately \( V \sim 1/Y \) for \( \sigma \sim 1/3 \). In Fig. 18, the dotted line illustrates a 33% increase in the effective yield strength of the surface \( (Y = 12 \text{ MPa}) \). The stronger surface results in smaller craters compared to the 9 MPa surface (dashed line) for the same impact parameters. Note that the final crater diameter curve is offset from the gravity regime curve although the transient crater diameter intersects the gravity regime curve. An effective yield strength of 12 MPa leads to a strength to gravity regime transition rim diameter of 10.5 km, which is around the upper end of the observed range of transition diameters on Mars.

**Regional Differences in Simple Crater Collapse**

To compare the scaling laws to the crater geometry measurements in the strength regime, the volume and depth of the final simple crater must be related to the transient crater cavity. We assume that the collapse process is similar for all simple craters in the size range considered here (about 4–10 km surface diameter). Crater collapse decreases the cavity volume and increases the cavity diameter, such that

\[
D_S = C_D D_{ST}^\sigma \quad V_{Cavity} = C_V V_T
\]  

Here \( V_T \) is defined by Equation 7 and \( D_{ST} \) is defined by Equation 4. Since both the transient and final crater cavities are approximately paraboloid, \( C_D \) and \( C_V \) are related by:

\[
\frac{\pi}{8} d_S^2 D_S^2 = C_V \pi \frac{3}{8} D_{ST}^2 \quad \frac{d_S}{D_S} D_S^3 = C_V \left( \frac{K}{C_3 \sigma} \right)^{-1/3} D_{ST} \quad D_{ST} \quad D_{ST}^2
\]
The derivation includes the substitution from Equations 6 and 7 of $d_{ST} = 0.59D_{ST}$ for $K = 0.42$, $C_3 = 0.88$, and $\sigma = \mu/2$. Note that the coefficient relating $d_{ST}$ and $D_{ST}$ is weakly dependent on the effective yield strength.

Scaling the final crater volume by $0 < C_V < 1$ includes collapse of the transient crater to the final crater shape and bulking of the slumped material. Reasonable values of $C_V$ will not be near 0 or 1. $C_D$ is constrained to be a modest increase of the transient surface diameter to the final surface diameter for simple craters based on experiments and simulations (e.g., $1.1 < C_D < 1.3$). Fits to the observed values of $d_S/D_S$ are shown in Fig. 10. Because $d_S/D_S$ is not constant, $C_D$ and $C_V$ cannot both be constant. Alternatively, the final diameter and cavity volume may have a weak power law dependence on the transient cavity diameter and volume in Equation 8.

Using the $d_S/D_S$ fit to Solis Planum (Table 2) in Equation 9, we fit $C_D$ and $C_V$ in Equation 8 to match the crater geometry measurements, shown in Fig. 19. The crater size scaling parameters are the same as used in the $Y = 9$ MPa case presented in the previous section (dashed line in Fig. 18). The highland data are fit with $C_V = 0.35$ and $1.1 < C_D < 1.3$ for increasing $D_S$ (solid black line), $C_D = 1.2$ and $0.5 > C_V > 0.25$ (dashed black line), or a continuous function of $C_D$ and $C_V$ over a similar range of values.

Using the $d_S/D_S$ fit to Utopia (Table 2), the lowland craters cannot be fit with the same $C_V = 0.35$ derived for the highlands because the value of $C_D$ becomes nonphysical ($0.95 < C_D < 1.3$) by Equation 9. $C_D$ cannot be less than 1 by definition. Hence, $C_V$ must be larger for lowland craters than highland craters. The lowland data are fit with $C_V = 0.6$ and $1.1 < C_D < 1.3$ (solid blue line in Fig. 19) or $C_D = 1.2$ and $0.7 > C_V > 0.45$ (dashed blue line) for increasing $D_S$.

Note that when the shape of the crater is constant ($d_S/D_S$ is constant), changing the effective yield strength of the surface maintains the slope of $V_{Cavity}$ versus $D_S$ in Fig. 19. For the same impactor population, decreasing the yield strength shifts the population of craters to larger volumes (up and to the right along the same line), while increasing the yield strength shifts the population to smaller volumes along the same line (Equation 7). Therefore, the offset between the highland and lowland craters in Fig. 19 must reflect the different $d_S/D_S$ ratios for the highland and lowland populations. In Fig. 19, the dashed red line illustrates a 33% increase in the effective yield strength compared to the solid blue line.

The increase in $C_V$ required to fit lowland data demonstrates that the freshest craters in the lowlands have experienced less transient cavity collapse compared to the freshest highland craters. Craters formed in stronger materials collapse less, suggesting that the lowland surfaces are

Fig. 18. $\pi$-scaled transient surface diameter (gray lines) and final rim diameter (black lines) in the gravity regime (solid lines and inset) and strength regime (effective strength: $Y = 9$ MPa is dashed; $Y = 12$ MPa is dotted) as a function of projectile diameter, $D_P$ for 10 km $s^{-1}$ impacts at 45 degrees.

$$\frac{d_S}{D_S}D_S^3 = C_V(0.59D_{ST})D_{ST}^2$$

$$\frac{d_S}{D_S}C_3D_{ST}^3 = 0.59C_VD_{ST}^3$$

$$C_D = \left[\frac{0.59C_V}{\left(\frac{d_S}{D_S}\right)}\right]^{\frac{1}{3}}$$

Fig. 19. Crater diameter and volume fits (Equations 8 and 9) for simple highland craters (black lines) and simple lowland craters (blue lines). The offset between the highland and lowland craters is a result of differences in both the crater cavity shape and crater collapse processes. The dashed red line indicates the shift to smaller volumes in the lowland fit (the solid blue line) for a change in effective yield strength from 9 to 12 MPa.
stronger than the highland surfaces in this study. Craters in the lowlands preserve 45–70% of the transient crater volume compared to 25–50% in the highlands. The larger depth-to-diameter ($d_R/D_R$) and rim height-to-diameter ($H_R/D_R$) ratios in the lowlands reflect stronger surface materials and less crater collapse compared to the highlands. Concurrently with our own work, Boyce et al. (2006) also inferred the presence of high target strength materials in Isidis and southwestern Utopia from crater depth-to-diameter relationships.

Comparison to Simple Terrestrial and Lunar Craters

The rim depth-to-rim diameter ratio ($d_R/D_R$), rim height-to-rim diameter ratio ($H_R/D_R$), and crater volume collapse coefficient ($C_V$) for the freshest simple Martian lowland craters are similar to those for fresh simple craters on Earth. Estimates of the breccia lens and transient crater volumes at Meteor Crater (Arizona, USA) and Brent Crater (Ontario, Canada) indicate that $C_V \sim 0.5$ (Grieve and Garvin 1984), in excellent agreement with the $C_V$ values for the Martian lowlands and at the upper limit for the range of $C_V$ values for the highland craters.

The average value of $d_R/D_R$ for Martian lowland craters with $D_R < 8$ km is $0.20 \pm 0.02$ (Pike 1980), which is similar to the average ($d_R/D_R$) = $0.15 \pm 0.02$ of six relatively uneroded terrestrial craters in the size range $0.39 \leq D_R \leq 2.44$ km (Fudali et al. 1980). Fresh simple lunar craters have $d_R/D_R \sim 0.196$, and the $d_R/D_R$ value is independent of crater size in the strength regime (Pike 1977). The rim height ratio $H_R/D_R$ for Martian lowland craters with $D_R < 8$ km is $0.041 \pm 0.005$ (Fig. 12b). The six fresh terrestrial craters studied by Fudali et al. (1980) have very similar values, $H_R/D_R = 0.046 \pm 0.011$. Measurements of fresh simple lunar craters yield $H_R/D_R \sim 0.036$, nearly independent of crater size (Fig. 12b) (Pike 1977). The nearly constant $d_R/D_R$ and $H_R/D_R$ ratios for simple craters is indicative of strength-dominated crater shape, where the gravity on the three different planetary bodies had a minor role during crater collapse. However, the fresh simple craters in the Martian highland plains do not have a constant $d_R/D_R$ ratio. Instead, the $d_R/D_R$ trend is similar to an extrapolation from the fits in the gravity regime.

Three lines of evidence indicate that the surface materials are substantially stronger in the Martian lowlands compared to the highlands: 1) The observed fresh simple crater shapes indicate that craters in the Martian lowlands experienced less crater collapse compared to highland craters, and the lowland values of $0.45 < C_V < 0.7$ are similar to those of one of the best-preserved craters on Earth, Meteor Crater; 2) The $H_R/D_R$ ratio for Martian simple craters is weakly independent of crater size. The ratio is similar to fresh lunar and Martian craters, and craters in Utopia and Isidis have higher crater rims in the $7 < D_R < 11$ km range compared to the other study regions; and 3) The $d_R/D_R$ ratio is substantially larger for simple craters in the lowlands (by a factor of 1.5 to 2.0), nearly independent of crater size, and similar to fresh craters on Earth and the Moon. By contrast, the inconstant $d_R/D_R$ ratios in the highlands follow extrapolation from the gravity regime.

Regional Differences in Effective Surface Strength

Quantifying the difference in the effective strength between the highland and lowland surfaces is difficult. One approach that provides a broad estimate for the strength of a planetary surface is to examine the simple-to-complex crater transition size. Using $1/g$ scaling from the Moon, the simple to complex transition is expected to be around 8 km rim diameter. However, Viking-based studies of 11 interior characteristics of 230 craters indicate that the global average is significantly smaller: 5.1$^{+3.1}_{-1.9}$ km (Pike 1988). More recent measurements of ~6000 craters using the MOLA data suggest (primarily on the basis of accurate $d_R/D_R$ measurements) that the global mean is centered at about 7 km with significant regional differences (Garvin et al. 2003; Garvin et al. 2002). Note that the simple and complex fits to $d_R/D_R$ by Garvin et al. (2003) (Fig. 9) intersect at 5.4 km, closer to the 3.1$^{+0.7}_{-0.5}$ km intersection between small and large crater depth to diameter fits derived by Pike (1988). The primary difficulties in determining the true depth around small craters using the MOLA data are the rare alignment of an altimetry profile through the centers of small craters and the ~300 m along track spacing of the altimetry profiles. Therefore, it is difficult to use the MOLA data alone to identify depth-to-diameter transitions around small craters. Several research groups have noted that there are lowland regions with large simple craters up to $D_R \sim 10.2$ km (Boyce et al. 2005a; Boyce et al. 2006; Garvin et al. 2000; Pike 1980), significantly beyond the average transition diameter. In this study, measurements of $d_R$, $H_R$, and $V_{cavity}$ indicate that the freshest lowland craters have a transition diameter as large as 10 km, with a transition range of 8–10 km.

In the highland regions of this study, there is no break in crater parameters similar to the obvious transition in the lowland craters using the MOLA data. For these regions, we rely on previous work by Pike (1980) to estimate the transition diameter. First, note that the depth-to-diameter ratio for our highland regions follow the global trends established using the Viking imagery data (Fig. 9). Thus, the deep, simple craters identified in Isidis and Utopia are anomalous compared to the global crater population. Our measured highland crater data sets show no transition in the well-resolved size range $\geq 6$ rim diameter and indicate that the transition size is less than 6 km. Pike’s global estimate of a 5.1 km strength to gravity transition rim diameter and 3.1 km intersection between power law fits in each region are presently the best estimate for the transition diameter of the highland regions in this study.

Pike (1988) suggested that the global simple-to-complex
transition diameter on Mars falls short of the $1/g$ trend formed by Earth, Mercury, and the Moon because of the presence of weak, layered, and volatile-rich materials on the surface. Using Equation 5, the range of effective yield strengths on the surface of Mars is $\sim 3$–$11$ MPa for transition rim diameters between 3 and 10 km, the range observed from Viking and MOLA-based studies. The lowest strength estimate is significantly weaker than the range of effective strengths for “soft” (e.g., sedimentary) to “hard” (e.g., crystalline) rocks, 7.6–$18$ MPa, and stronger than “wet soil” at 1.14 MPa (Holsapple 1993). Therefore, portions of the Martian surface have effective strengths that lie between soils and weak rocks, lending support to the interpretation of weak, layered, and/or volatile-rich materials.

The presence of 10 km rim diameter simple craters in the lowlands indicates that these regions have a surface layer with an effective strength within the soft-to-hard rock range. There is a striking concentration of large simple craters in Utopia Basin. For a given population of impactors, the final crater volumes are inversely proportional to the yield strength (Equation 7). The effect of increasing the yield strength from 9 to 12 MPa on the cavity volume to diameter relationship is shown as the dashed red line in Fig. 19, which shifts the solid blue line down and left along the same slope. Hence, the increase in strength does not change the result of the crater collapse analysis and supports the inference of less crater collapse in the lowlands compared to the highland regions.

The nearly constant $d_R/D_R$ of simple craters throughout southern Utopia Basin indicates that this population of craters formed within a layer of consistent strength. The thickness of this layer must be $>6.5$ km, based on the depth of the transient cavity for final 10 km rim diameter craters at a mean impact velocity for Mars (Fig. 18). Boyce et al. (2006) suggest that an extensive, $\sim 1$–2 km thick, olivine-rich mafic-to-ultramafic rock unit identified by thermal emission spectroscopy in the Nili Fossae region (Hamilton and Christensen 2005; Hamilton et al. 2003; Hoefen et al. 2003) may be responsible for the relatively strong subsurface implied by the crater geometries in Isidis and Utopia. However, unless the olivine-rich unit is much thicker than currently observed, it alone cannot account for the crater observations. In addition, Hesperian volcanic flooding and sedimentary (Vastitas Borealis Formation) deposits and Amazonian volcanic deposits from Elysium form shallow layers within the upper 1 km of the Utopia Basin (Thomson and Head 2001). The size range of observed fresh crater forms cannot be controlled by these young surface deposits. Instead, the stronger layer controlling the shape of 4 to 10 km surface diameter Utopian craters must be the primary sedimentary or volcanic fill that was deposited in Utopia near the end of the Noachian period. The Utopia basin has a positive free-air gravity anomaly similar to lunar mascons (Smith et al. 1999), and geophysical models of the primary infill in the basin are best fit with a layer of material about 20 km thick (Searls and Phillips 2004). Unless the basement of Utopia basin has very similar properties to the Noachian infill, the cratering record supports a thick layer of infill rather than a thin ($<$ several km) layer. Note that if the observed quasi-circular depressions (buried impact craters) all formed on the original floor of the Utopia basin, the Noachian infill must be less than a few kilometers thick (Buczkowski et al. 2005). The effect of Hesperian and Amazonian volcanic and sedimentary deposits on Utopia crater forms is discussed in Black and Stewart (2005).

Because the $d_R/D_R$ ratio and $V_{Cavity}$ values of simple craters in Isidis basin and Acidalia Planitia are similar to Utopian craters of the same diameter, we infer that the effective strengths of the surfaces are similar. The proximity of Isidis basin to Utopia suggests that widespread Noachian volcanic or sedimentary process acted on both basins. Isidis does not contain deep simple craters are large as found in Utopia, perhaps indicating that the infill materials are thinner. The cavity volumes of simple craters in Acidalia fall between the trends for Isidis/Utopia and Lunae Planum/Solis Planum (Fig. 19). Acidalian simple craters apparently underwent slightly more collapse than craters in Isidis and Utopia, but less collapse than craters on the highland plateaus. Therefore, the material below the Vastitas Borealis Formation in Acidalia has an intermediate strength compared to the other terrains.

Lunae Planum and Solis Planum are part of the Noachian plateau sequence in the western highlands and covered by Hesperian ridged plains materials (Scott and Tanaka 1986). The highland plateau is composed of at least seven units identified as fractured, heavily cratered, dissected, ridged, and rough terrains deposited by volcanic and eolian processes. Recent images of the highlands indicate that areas of the highland plateaus contain up to 4 kilometers of Noachian sedimentary deposits (Malin and Edgett 2000). The heavily fractured, layered materials may have hosted a complex subsurface hydrological system driven by Tharsis magmatism (Rodriguez et al. 2005). The Noachian stratigraphy is consistent with the interpretation by Pike (1988) that the simple-to-complex crater transition diameter on Mars, which lies below $1/g$ scaling from Earth, Mercury, and the Moon, is due to weak, layered, and possibly volatile-rich materials.

The thickness of the ridged plains materials (Hr) in Lunae Planum is estimated to be between 300 and 600 m thick (Frey et al. 1991). More recent work using buried impact craters indicates that western Solis Planum may have a thicker deposit, possibly several kilometers thick (Frey et al. 2002a). The difference in the thickness of the youngest layer may be reflected in slightly deeper cavities for the smallest simple craters in Solis Planum (Fig. 9). For a relatively thin or weakened Hr deposit, the depth-to-diameter and volume measurements follow smooth trends from the gravity regime down to craters a few kilometers in diameter. The inference of effective strength between soils and competent rock applies to the heavily fragmented layers in the plateau. Note that the freshest highland craters in this
Ejecta and subsurface properties from crater geometries

Almost all fresh craters in this study exhibit fresh rampart-type ejecta blankets. Ejecta volume measurements can be used to constrain theories for the formation of fluidized ejecta. The dynamics of Martian ejecta blankets have been compared to terrestrial debris flows and landslides (Barnouin-Jha et al. 2005; Ivanov 1996) and also to gas-supported flows similar to volcanic base surges (Mouginis-Mark 1981; Schultz 1992; Schultz and Gault 1979). In this section, we address the appropriate scaling for the amount of ballistic ejecta required to form the observed ejecta blankets around fresh Martian craters. We also assess the effects of incorporating surface materials into the ejecta flow and concentration of material in the continuous ejecta blanket by nonballistic processes.

The Z-EDOZ Model

Maxwell’s Z model is an empirical, analytical model used to describe the excavation flow field of the transient cavity (Maxwell 1973, 1977). This simple, predictive model has been used to describe the starting conditions for calculations of the ejecta blanket flow, assuming ballistic ejection (e.g., Ivanov 1996), and the collapse of the transient cavity to the final crater shape (Melosh and Ivanov 1999). Here we compare the observed ejecta and uplifted surface volumes to the predictions of the Z model.

In the original Z model, target material emerging at a radius, $r_S$, follow spiral trajectories from the impact point according to:

$$r = r_S(1 - \cos \theta)^{1/(Z-2)}$$

where $r$ and $\theta$ are polar coordinates with the $\theta = 0$ axis pointing vertically down. $r_S$ is the radial distance from the impact point along the preimpact surface and the point where the trajectory cuts the surface. The excavation flow is described by a collection of trajectories or stream tubes where $r_S$ varies from 0 to the radius of the transient cavity, $R_{ST}$. The value of $Z$ defines the curvature in the flow field. Realistic limits on crater-scaling laws limit the range of $Z$ to greater than 1.5 and less than 3.0 (Holsapple and Schmidt 1982). Comparisons to experiments and calculations show that $2.5 < Z < 3.0$. For a constant value of $Z$, the ejection angle at the preimpact surface is the same throughout the transient cavity with a value of $\varphi = \arctan (Z - 2)$.

Major refinements to the original Z model include centering the flow below the impact surface and varying the value of $Z$ with time during the excavation of the transient cavity (Croft 1980; Thomsen et al. 1979; Thomsen et al. 1980). The depth of the effective center of Z model flow (EDOZ) is about one projectile diameter. Due to the momentum of the projectile, impact craters are similar to explosion craters with the charge buried at shallow depths (Melosh 1989). The depth of burial corresponds physically to the isobaric core in the pressure field generated by the shock wave from the impact (Ahrens and O’Keefe 1987; Pierazzo and Melosh 2000; Pierazzo et al. 1997). Moving the center of flow beneath the surface results in an increase in the total excavated volume and higher ejection angles. A schematic of the Z-EDOZ flow field is shown in Fig. 20a. Recent comparisons between the Z-EDOZ model and ejection angles from oblique impact experiment show that the early time flow field for $45^\circ$ impacts deviates slightly from the axisymmetric
model (Anderson et al. 2004). At late times during crater excavation, the component of momentum-driven flow from the projectile trajectory is negligible and the assumption of axisymmetry provides a good comparison to azimuthally integrated crater measurements.

In the constant Z-EDOZ model, the flow field originates from a constant depth, $d_z$, throughout the excavation process. Croft (1980) found that $Z$ decreases with time and reaches a constant value between 2.5 and 3.0 at about half the transient cavity radius. Properties of the constant Z-EDOZ flow field are derived by Croft (1980; Appendix A.). The Z-EDOZ flow field intersects the preimpact surface with ejection angles that decrease with increasing radius:

$$\phi = \arctan \frac{\tan \Delta - \tan^2 \Delta + (Z + 2)}{1 - \tan \Delta (Z - 1)}$$

where $\Delta$ is the angle between the horizontal plane at depth $d_z$ and the point where the stream tube intersects the preimpact surface (Fig. 20a). When $d_z = 0$, $\Delta = 0$ and the ejection angle is reduced to a constant $\phi = \arctan(Z - 2)$ as in the original Z-model. The angle $\Delta$ needs to be solved numerically for the Z-EDOZ trajectory emerging at each $r_S$, and the value of $\Delta$ decreases with increasing $r_S$. The excavated volume outlined by an Z-EDOZ trajectory emerging at $r_S$ is given by:

$$V_{Z,r_S} = \left( \frac{\pi}{3} \right) \left( \frac{d_z}{r_S} \right)^2 \left( \frac{2 \pi (Z - 2) \left( 1 + \sin \Delta \right)}{3 (Z + 1) \cos^3 \Delta} \right) r_S^3.$$  

Example Z-EDOZ trajectories are shown in Figs. 20c–e. Note that the Z-EDOZ stream tubes reach greater depths compared to the original Z model (Figs. 20b–d).

The ejection velocity, $v_e$, for each stream tube is usually described by the power law:

$$v_e = v_{ST} \left( \frac{R_{ST}}{r_S} \right)^m$$

where $2.5 < m < 3.0$ (Ivanov 1996), and $v_{ST}$ is the velocity at the radius of the transient cavity, $R_{ST}$. By equating the kinetic energy in a stream tube with the potential energy, Ivanov derives $v_{ST} = \sqrt{\frac{k g R_{ST}}{r_S}}$, where $g$ is the gravitational acceleration and $k = [(Z - 2)(Z + 2)]/[2(Z + 2)]$. For the size range of craters considered here, $v_{ST}$ is typically several 10 s m s$^{-1}$.

The Z and Z-EDOZ model ejecta thickness around the transient crater is calculated assuming ballistic trajectories and shown as the dashed lines above the uplifted surface in Figs. 20b–e. The final crater rim radius, $R_R$, is calculated from Equation 3 and shown as the vertical arrows in Figs. 20b–e for final crater radii of 2 and 12.5 km. Uplifted and ejected
materials within $R_R$ collapse back into the final crater cavity. In Fig. 20, dimensions are scaled to the transient crater surface radii, $R_{ST}$. The thick solid line outlines the paraboloid transient crater cavity, and the dashed trajectory outlines the excavated region, where $r_S = R_{ST}$.

Comparison to Observations and Improving the Scaling Relationships

The median radius of the distal edge of the continuous ejecta blankets measured around the freshest craters is about $3R_R$ (mean $3.5R_R$ with a 1σ scatter of $0.9R_R$). Here, we define the volume of ballistic ejecta in the continuous ejecta blanket, $V_{BE}$, as the volume of ejecta that lands between $1R_R$ and $3R_R$. In Fig. 20, the inner grey stream tube locates the source of ejecta reaching a distance of $3R_R$, and the outer grey stream tube reaches a distance of $1R_R$. The continuous ejecta volumes measured for the freshest craters in this study are presented in Fig. 21 with the ballistic ejecta volumes for $Z = 2.7$ for both the $Z$ (black line) and Z-EDOZ (green lines) models. The volume of ejecta predicted by each model is significantly less than that inferred from the data. The original $Z$ model is a very poor fit to the data. The Z-EDOZ model, with $d_z \sim 0.9D_p$ using $\pi_2$ scaling, is a better fit (solid green line). However, only with a very generous bulking factor of 2 (dashed green line) does the Z-EDOZ model approach the lowest ejecta volume measurements.

The ballistic ejecta with a range between $1R_R$ and $3R_R$ is only a fraction of the total excavated volume, $V_{EXC}$. Using the Z-EDOZ model with $Z = 2.7$ and $d_z \sim 0.9D_p$ for final craters with diameters between 3 and 50 km, the fraction of ejecta emplaced ballistically near the transient crater rim at radii within the collapsed final crater ($<R_R$) is about 33% of the total excavated volume. The remaining volume of ejecta is distributed equally between $1R_R$ and $3R_R$ and distances greater than $3R_R$, so $V_{BE} \sim V_{EXC}/3$. We note that the larger radii of continuous ejecta blankets on Mars compared to Mercury and the Moon may be the result of significant horizontal flow after ballistic emplacement, and the initial mass of the flow may be less than $V_{BE}$. Here, we compare the observed continuous ejecta range with the same ballistic range assuming that all materials within $1R_R$ and $3R_R$ were incorporated into the continuous ejecta. The approximately equal volume distribution between ballistic ranges within the final crater rim, in the continuous ejecta blanket, and in the distal ejecta can be seen in Figs. 20c–e by comparing the relative volumes between the grey trajectories and dashed trajectory. Even if all of the ejecta with initial ballistic range beyond $3R_R$ were collected into the continuous ejecta blanket, perhaps through atmospheric interactions (e.g., Schultz 1992), the volume increase is not sufficient to match the observations. Since the atmospheric concentration of ejecta is not expected to be extremely efficient, there is a significant discrepancy between the Z and Z-EDOZ models and the observations.

Because of the uncertainties in the measurement of the ejecta volume, the sum of ejecta and uplifted volume provides a more robust comparison between the Z-EDOZ model and the data. The uplifted surface is calculated by equating the volume of stream tube in the transient cavity with the volume displaced at the surface for stream tubes emerging at $r_S > R_{ST}$. The range, $r_u$, the uplift height, $h_u$, are given by:

$$ h_u = R_R \sin \delta - d_Z $$

$$ r_u = R_R \cos \delta $$

$R_R$ is the distance between the center of the flow, $d_Z$, and the uplift location ($r_u$, $h_u$), and $\delta$ is the angle from the horizontal plane at depth $d_Z$ and point ($r_u$, $h_u$) (Fig. 20a). The angle $\delta$ is defined by:

$$ \sin \delta = \left[ \frac{(Z + 1)(Z - 1)}{(1 - \cos \theta_1)(Z - 2)} + (1 - \sin \Delta)(Z - 2) \right]^{1/2} - 1 $$

where $\theta_1$ is the polar angle to the point where the stream tube intersects the transient cavity, e.g., at the intersection of the dot-dashed line and thick solid line in Fig. 20. Here, we assume the transient cavity is parabolic with a depth of $0.94R_{ST}$ (Equation 6). See Croft (1980) for a detailed derivation of the Z-EDOZ parameters. $V_{Up}$ is the volume of uplifted material between $1R_R$ and $3R_R$. The total volume above the preimpact surface between $1R_R$ and $3R_R$ predicted by the Z-EDOZ model, $V_{Z\text{- Above}}$, is the sum of $V_{Up}$ and $V_{BE}$.

The measured $V_{Z\text{- Above}}$ for the freshest Martian craters is compared to the Z and Z-EDOZ model predictions in Fig. 22a. Both models predict less volume above the preimpact surface than observed. Bulking the ballistic ejecta volume by a factor of two $(V_{Up} + 2V_{BE})$ also falls short of the data. Around small simple craters, the near-rim ejecta will experience moderate bulking from fracturing, similar to the 5–10% bulking observed in the breccia lens within terrestrial crater cavities (Grieve and Garvin 1984). Distal ejecta around simple craters and ejecta surrounding large complex craters are heavily fractured and incorporate surface materials into the ejecta flow through ballistic sedimentation (Oberbeck 1975). The ejecta around the 1.8 km diameter Lonar crater, which formed within the Deccan Traps, India, displays features similar to the ground-hugging flow around Martian craters (Fudali et al. 1980; Stewart et al. 2005). At Lonar, the volume of the distal ejecta is about 30–40% larger than the bulk volume of the undisturbed country rock. Thus, increasing the total ejecta volume by a factor of 2 is a generous upper limit.

The relative contribution of $V_{BE}$ to $V_{Z\text{- Above}}$ is shown in Fig. 22b. The volume of the continuous ejecta blanket around Martian craters was measured using an uplift profile of the form $h = 0.5H_0(r/R_R)^{-5.5}$. The Z and Z-EDOZ models predict lower values of $V_{Ejecta}/V_{Z\text{- Above}}$ than observed, and the uplift
profile requires some scrutiny. In the Z-EDOZ model, the height of the uplifted surface is about equal to the thickness of the ejecta at the final crater rim, in good agreement with the uplift profile coefficient of 0.5 used to analyze the data. Using a paraboloid transient cavity and \( Z = 2.7 \), the model slope of the uplifted surface is a \(-3\) power law. If the uplifted surface occupies half the observed rim height, then a \(-3\) power law lies above the observed crater topographic profiles near the crater rim. Note the steep exterior rim slopes in Fig. 11 and the “moat-like” depression around the crater rim in the example Utopian crater profile. Some of the uplifted surface may have slumped, moving outward from the crater rim, or been eroded as part of the ejecta emplacement process (e.g., Schultz and Gault 1979). Alternatively, the uplift profile predicted by the Z-EDOZ model is too high for Martian craters. The latter hypothesis is particularly problematic as the volume of the continuous ejecta blanket must increase as a result to match the measurements of \( V_{\text{Above}} \). A \(-5.5\) power law to analyze the data was used to maintain positive ejecta throughout the ejecta blanket, but this may have led to an overestimate of ejecta volume. None of the fresh crater profiles in Fig. 11 display simple ejecta profiles similar to the pure ballistic emplacement shown in Fig. 20. The steep near-rim topography may be a result of incorporation of the uplifted surface into the horizontal radial flow of the ejecta blanket, and the measured \( V_{\text{Ejecta}} \) includes a component of uplifted material.

The Z-EDOZ model also predicts the height of the final crater rim, assuming ballistic ejecta and no postcrater formation relaxation. The sum of the model uplifted surface and ejecta thickness is shown with the crater rim height measurements, normalized to the final crater rim diameter in Fig. 22c. Again the original Z and Z-EDOZ models fall short of the data, and increasing the Z-EDOZ model rim ejecta thickness by a factor of two reaches the lower range of the observations.

Therefore, we find that the original Z and Z-EDOZ models developed for terrestrial impact and explosion craters...
do not provide a good fit to fresh Martian impact craters. Note that the parameters controlling the distribution of ejecta are: Z, d_{2} \sim D_{p}, the ejecta velocity scaling exponent m, and the scaling from the transient to final crater diameter C_{D}C_{R}. The values of Z and m are well constrained to lie between 2.5 and 3.0 and the model predictions are similar over this range. The diameter of the projectile D_{p} is derived from the transient crater diameter using Equation 2 using the mean impact velocity on Mars. Varying the center of the flow field over 0.5D_{p} < d_{z} < 1.5D_{p} produces very similar results as presented in Figs. 21 and 22.

On the other hand, the results of the Z and Z-EDOZ models are very sensitive to the scaling constants C_{D}C_{R}, which relate the transient crater surface diameter to the final crater rim diameter. As can be seen in Fig. 20, the amount of ballistic ejecta in the continuous ejecta blanket depends significantly on the final rim radius. In the standard scaling laws presented in the “Crater Scaling Relationships” section, C_{D}C_{R} = 1.2 \times 1.3 = 1.56. Formation of transient crater cavities has been extensively studied in laboratory experiments and numerical simulations (e.g., O’Keefe and Ahrens 1993; Schmidt and Housen 1987). However, the final stage of crater formation, the collapse of the transient crater surface diameter to the final crater cavity, is not well understood (Melosh and Ivanov 1999). Using the crater geometry measurements, we can constrain the scaling from transient to final crater diameters on Mars. Recall that C_{D} is derived for the craters in this study by fitting crater cavity volume and the transient crater volume collapse coefficient (Equation 9). The fitted values of C_{D} typically lie between 1.1 and 1.2. The ratio between the rim diameter and surface diameter for simple craters, C_{R}, is measured to lie between 1.15 and 1.2 (Fig. 17). If the observed D_{r}/D_{s} ratio has not been significantly modified, the scaling coefficient C_{D}C_{R} is about 1.4 for the freshest Martian impact craters.

The predictions of the Z-EDOZ model with C_{D}C_{R} = 1.4 are shown as red lines in Figs. 21 and 22. Using the new scaling factor, the Z-EDOZ model produces a much better fit to the observations. The calculated range for V_{Above} are in good agreement with the data. Note that the rim height predictions around simple craters are best fit by negligible bulking of the ejecta, which is expected around the rims of small craters. On the other hand, the rim heights of larger craters are better fit with significant ejecta bulking, which is a result of the increased fragmentation of ejecta landing near the final rim of complex craters. However, the predicted value of V_{Ejecta} is less than measured, even when bulking is taken into account. The steep near rim topography indicates that, even with the new crater size scaling factor, some of the uplifted material must have been incorporated in the near-rim ejecta flow.

Based on comparison to the rim heights, ejecta volumes, and uplifted volumes on both highland and lowland terrains, a crater size scaling factor of C_{D}C_{R} = 1.4 and the Z-EDOZ model with d_{z} \sim D_{p} and Z = 2.7 may be used to predict the volumes of ejecta and uplifted material around fresh Martian craters. The refined model represents the first observationally constrained set of scaling laws for craters on Mars. The model provides a reliable set of initial parameters for studies of the dynamics of the ejecta blanket emplacement processes and the origin of fluidized ejecta morphologies on Mars.

Alternatively, the poor fit of the Z-EDOZ model with C_{D}C_{R} = 1.56 could suggest that Martian ejecta blankets are not well characterized by ballistic emplacement. In order to match the observed geometric properties of Martian craters, the volume of material in the continuous ejecta blanket must draw on both the distal ejecta with ballistic range >3R_{R} and proximal ejecta that land between the transient and final crater diameters. The observed continuous ejecta blanket has a volume almost equal to the entire predicted excavation volume. The high ejection velocities near the impact point result in large ballistic range. For example, the ballistic ejecta with a range between 3R_{R} and 6R_{R} have a volume of only 1/3V_{BE} \sim 1/9V_{EXC}. It is unlikely that the atmosphere can collect a significant fraction of the high velocity distal ejecta. Ejecta that lands near the transient crater rim may also contribute to the continuous ejecta blanket by horizontal motion away from the transient crater rim before the collapse to the final crater diameter. Again, it is unlikely that a significant fraction of ejecta landing within the final crater diameter contributes to the continuous ejecta blanket because the ejection and ballistic flight times are comparable to the crater collapse time (Melosh and Ivanov 1999), and there would be little time for significant horizontal flow before crater collapse. Finally, the resistance of the freshest ejecta blankets to eolian erosion suggests that the bulk ejecta cannot be too porous and friable. Therefore, volume of the continuous ejecta blanket cannot be explained solely by concentration of the excavated ejecta, and the standard size scaling laws require some refinement to match the observations.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Using the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter data set, we have measured the geometric properties of fresh craters in highland and lowland plains to investigate the emplacement processes of fluidized ejecta blankets and regional differences in the strength of the upper crust and crater collapse processes. Crater geometries provide unique insights into the properties of the Martian subsurface, and quantitative differences between terrains may be mapped using the geometry of fresh Martian craters. The major findings of this study are:

1. Using simulated craters on Martian background terrains, we demonstrate that the MOLA data has sufficient resolution to measure fresh crater geometries with high precision and accuracy on all craters with D_{R} \geq 6 km, and
some craters as small as $D_R = 2$ km. Robust testing of the HMars crater measurement toolkit shows no systematic errors. Measurement errors are dominated by uneven background terrains.

2. In this study of 3–50 km rim diameter fresh craters on highland and lowland plains, we resolve significant regional differences in crater depth and cavity volumes. Simple lowland craters are 1.5–2.0 times deeper ($\geq 5\sigma_o$ difference) with $>50\%$ larger cavities ($\geq 2\sigma_o$) compared to highland craters of the same diameter. Rim heights and the volume of material above the preimpact surface are slightly larger in the lowlands over most of the size range studied.

3. This work presents quantitative analyses of crater geometries to infer regional differences in subsurface properties. Using crater scaling laws for the volume of the transient crater cavity, we conclude that the freshest lowland craters in this study preserve a larger volume fraction (45–70\%) of the transient cavity compared to highland craters (25–50\%). Therefore, the effective strength of the upper crust in the lowland plains is stronger than in the highland plains. The presence of large simple craters up to 10.5 km in rim diameter in Utopia indicate that the effective yield strength of the upper several kilometers is similar to competent rock (approximately 9–12 MPa). In Isidis and Acidalia, similar effective strength is inferred from similar depth-to-diameter ratios and cavity volumes. Unlike lowland craters, the geometries of fresh highland simple craters grade smoothly to large, gravity-dominated crater sizes. Based on previous studies using Viking data (Pike 1988), the transition from strength- to gravity-dominated craters in the highlands may be as small as about 3–5 km, implying effective strengths of about 3–6 MPa, in between the range of values for soils and competent rock. The large simple craters in Utopia reflect the strength of the Noachian infill in the Utopia basin. The weaker highland materials are consistent with weak, highly fractured, layered, and possibly volatile-rich Noachian deposits.

4. Standard crater scaling laws and the Z-EDOZ crater excavation model underpredict the volume of the continuous ejecta blanket, volume of uplifted material, and the rim height by a factor of about 3. Bulking and concentration of ejected materials by nonballistic processes cannot explain the discrepancy between the model and observations.

5. Using the geometry measurements of fresh Martian craters and analysis of crater collapse, we revise the scaling factor between the transient crater surface diameter and final crater rim diameter to $C_{DFR} = 1.4$. Comparisons between the predicted volumes of ejecta and uplifted materials indicate significant deviations from ballistic emplacement, including evidence for postemplacement horizontal flow and incorporation of surface materials into the ejecta flow.

6. The crater geometry measurements are well-fit by the revised crater size scaling factor of $C_{DFR} = 1.4$ and the Z-EDOZ model with $Z = 2.7$ and the center of flow at a depth of about 1 projectile diameter ($d_z \sim 1D_p$). This crater scaling and excavation model may be used to predict the volumes of ejecta and uplifted material around fresh Martian craters. The refined model represents the first observationally constrained set of scaling laws for Mars. The model provides a reliable set of initial parameters for studies of the dynamics of the ejecta blanket emplacement processes and the origin of fluidized ejecta morphologies on Mars.
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Appendix A. Variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>Cutoff parameter for fresh crater definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_2, C_3$</td>
<td>$\pi_2, \pi_3$, scaling constants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_D$</td>
<td>Ratio between $D_{eq}$ and $D_s$ (simple craters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_R$</td>
<td>Ratio between $D_R$ and $D_s$ (simple craters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_V$</td>
<td>Crater volume collapse coefficient (simple craters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_p$</td>
<td>Projectile diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_R$</td>
<td>Depth from rim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_R, D_s$</td>
<td>Rim diameter, surface diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_s$</td>
<td>Surface depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{ST}$</td>
<td>Transient crater surface depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{ST}$</td>
<td>Transient crater surface diameter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix A. Continued. Variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( d_Z )</td>
<td>Depth to flow center in Z-EDOZ model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D^* )</td>
<td>Transition rim diameter between strength and gravity regimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_{dS} )</td>
<td>Observed maximum crater surface depth, as function of diameter and region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_{HR} )</td>
<td>Observed maximum rim height, as function of diameter and region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g )</td>
<td>Surface gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_u )</td>
<td>Ejection uplifted preimpact surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_R )</td>
<td>Rim height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
<td>Ejection velocity scaling exponent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_p )</td>
<td>Projectile mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_R )</td>
<td>Number of rim points from MOLA tracks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r )</td>
<td>Radial distance from crater center line; polar coordinate for Z-EDOZ model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_h )</td>
<td>Distance between flow center, ( d_Z ), and uplift location ((r_u, h_u))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{R}, R_{S} )</td>
<td>Rim radius, surface radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{ST} )</td>
<td>Surface radius of transient cavity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_u )</td>
<td>Surface radius at uplift elevation ( h_u )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{Above} )</td>
<td>Combined volume of ejecta and uplift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{BE} )</td>
<td>Volume of ballistic ejecta with range between ( 1R_R ) and ( 3R_R )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{Cavity} )</td>
<td>Cavity volume below preimpact surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v_e )</td>
<td>Ejection velocity for Z-EDOZ model stream tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{Ejecta} )</td>
<td>Volume of ejecta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{EXC} )</td>
<td>Total excavated volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v_i )</td>
<td>Projectile impact velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{Rim} )</td>
<td>Cavity volume below rim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{ST} )</td>
<td>Ejection velocity for stream tube at transient crater radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{T} )</td>
<td>Volume of transient crater cavity below preimpact surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{Up} )</td>
<td>Volume of uplifted material between ( 1R_R ) and ( 3R_R )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{Z-Above} )</td>
<td>Combined uplift and ejecta volume between ( 1R_R ) and ( 3R_R ) predicted by Z-EDOZ model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{Z,rs} )</td>
<td>Excavated volume by a Z-EDOZ trajectory emerging at radius ( r_s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y )</td>
<td>Effective yield strength of surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Z )</td>
<td>Z and Z-EDOZ model parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>( \pi_3 ) scaling exponent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta )</td>
<td>Angle from flow center to uplift point in Z-EDOZ model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta )</td>
<td>Angle between the horizontal at depth ( d_Z ) and intersection of stream tube at surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \theta )</td>
<td>Polar coordinate in Z-EDOZ model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>Scaling exponent coupling parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \pi_2 )</td>
<td>Inverse Froude number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \pi_3 )</td>
<td>Inverse Cauchy number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \pi_D )</td>
<td>Nondimensional crater diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \pi_V )</td>
<td>Nondimensional crater volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho )</td>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma )</td>
<td>( \pi_3 ) scaling exponent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_m )</td>
<td>Systematic measurement error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_o )</td>
<td>Observed measurement scatter around a given fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \phi )</td>
<td>Impact angle from surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varphi )</td>
<td>Ejection angle from surface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>